Job Title: Arts Teacher

Roles and Responsibilities

- Responsible to assist students, Bring knowledge of artistic and creative concepts to students, Help students understand the artistic concepts in various types of visual communication, including drawing, painting, ceramics and design. Establish and maintain a safe environment and purposeful working atmosphere which support learning and in which student feel secure and confident.
- Identify clear teaching and learning objectives specifying how they will be taught and assessed.
- Include Islamic Integration in lesson plans wherever possible.
- Ensure students acquire and consolidate knowledge, skills and understanding appropriate to the subject taught.
- Check the students work efficiently and thoroughly.

Knowledge and Skills Requirement

- Good subject knowledge and delivery.
- Good computer skills.
- Good organizing and planning skills.
- High energy level and self motivation.
- Fluency in English
- Problem solving and decision making skills.
- Sound knowledge of Faraidh and Wajibaat.

Experience

Preferably 3 to 5 years of experience in a similar capacity.

Educational Qualification

Preferably Masters
Minimum Graduate